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1. The Radio Quiet QSO Kaz 102

2. The Hard State oberved with ASCA
 in 1999  (Miyaji et al., 2003) 

 

Kaz 102 was observed with ASCA on September  5, 1999 for 20 ks as a part 
of our X-ray spectroscopic survey of a complete sample of bright hard X-ray 
selected AGNs (Shinozaki et al. 2006)

Summary of ASCA GIS&SIS Results
• Can be fitted with Γ=1.02±0.06 with 

Galactic N
H

gal=4.3×1020 cm-2 . 

•Lx
(2-10 keV)≈2.3×1044 erg s-1 (rest frame)

• No heavy absorption by intrinsic neutral 
gas. 
•The ASCA data were not sufficeint to 
discriminate among the three models 
attempted:

● Power-law
● Reflection-component dominated
● Warm absorber (WA)

•See Table 1 for fitting paramaters and Fig. 3 
for the residuals of the fits.

Fig. 2 The distribution of photon index for apparently 
unabsorbed AGNs (N

h
z<1021cm) in the Shinozaki et al. 

(2006) sample, with Kaz 102 marked. 

Table 1

 Optically bright QSO at z=0.136. 
 Broad permitted lines: Hα FWHM ≈5000 km/s (Treves et al. 
1995;de Diego et al.,1998)
 Estimated black hole mass Μ

BH
≈4×108 M

⊙ 
from braod line 

FWHM and absolute magnitude (e.g. Kaspi) .
The Big Blue Bump (BBB) raised in several months. Broad Hα 
profile and flux vary over several years (de Diego et al. ,1998)
X-ray spectral index varies over several years as shown below

3. Nature of Kaz 102 Hard State? 

The first results of our new Suzaku 
(∼34 ks; Jun 06) and XMM-Newton (∼20 
ks; Aug 16) observations in 2006 are 
shown in Shinozaki et al.(these 
proceedings)
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Fig. 3 The data/model residuals of the three models shown in 
Table 1. The blue filled circles show ASCA GIS spectrum  

 Apparent Γ≈1 power-law is difficult to reproduce in the 
standard theory with Compton scattering of a hot corona 
(e.g. Haadt & Maraschi 1993).
 An ADAF with a near-critical mass accretion rate (e.g. Di 
Matteo et al. 2003) still is not hard enough. The presence 
of a big blue bump (BBB) exclude such a model.
 The reflection-dominated model requires unrealistically 
low  abundance (0.05 solar)
 The warm absorber model also requires  a low abundance 
(0.2 solar). High ionization parameter (ξ≈200)
 It could be a hybrid of multiple components models. In 
this case, the abundance, fitted with the single models, can 
be lower than the true value. (This needs better 
statistics.) 

Crossing warm absorber picture 
(If the hard spectrum is due to WA.)
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Table 2: Values for r=1018 cm
t
cr 

≈Timescale for slope change

<several years

Fig. 1 Unfolded E F(E) GIS/SIS spectra of Kaz 102 with 
the power-law fits to the Einstein (observed in 1979) and 
ROSAT All-Sky Survey (observed in 1990-91) spectra.
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As a part of the X-ray spectroscopic study of a complete sample of bright AGNs, we found that the radio-quiet QSO Kaz 102 showed an 
unusually hard apparently featureless X-ray spectrum during the ASCA observation. Past observations of this objects with Einstein and 
ROSAT show that this QSO switch between hard and soft (ordinaly type 1 QSO) states over time scales of up to several years. In this 
poster, we overview the nature of Kaz 102 based on past observations. In a separate poster paper, we present our new data from XMM-
Newton and Suzaku. 


